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December 18th, 2007

Dear BioMed Central Editorial Production Team,

Here I am sending the core pre-accepted and revised manuscript (MS: 1784812205153663) “Correlation between the progressive cytoplasmic expression of a novel small heat shock protein (Hsp16.2) and malignancy in brain tumors” by Eva Pozsgai, Eva Gomori, Andras Szigeti, Arpad Boronkai, Ferenc Gallyas Jr., Balazs Sumegi, Szabolcs Bellyei for publication in *BMC Cancer*. We made an effort to correct the formatting errors listed. I hope that the corrected manuscript meets the standard of *BMC Cancer*.

We would like to thank the editorial board their thorough review of our manuscript.

Sincerely yours,

Szabolcs Bellyei, MD, Ph.D
Department of Oncotherapy
Medical University of Pécs
17. Edasanyak Street, Pécs H-7624, Hungary
Tel: +36-72-536-480 Fax: +36-72-536-481
Formatting changes:

1. We corrected the affiliations as mentioned.

2. We removed the colons from the authors contributions section.

3. The repeated list of abbreviations were deleted directly above the references.

4. The reference list was done by the Reference Manager (version 10). On our computer we checked the reference list but we could not recognize the mistake mentioned below: “Reference 23 is missing from the extracted references list”.

5. The table legend was removed from the table and included it in the text below the table.

6. All the figures were corrected with the help of the online figure guide.

7. The name of the body which gave the ethical approval and also the reference number was inserted in the Methods section.